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INTRODUCTION BY COUNCILLOR STEPHANIE ARCHER, PORTFOLIO
HOLDER FOR ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORT
At Kingston Council we are committed to tackling climate change, improving air quality and enabling our
residents and visitors to use sustainable travel options.
Our vision is to create a ‘cleaner, greener Kingston’ and our streets play a major role in this. We want our streets to be pleasant spaces where everyone can breathe
clean air, walk and cycle safely and feel connected to our community.
In 2019, the council declared a Climate Emergency in the borough. This was just the first step. We are now in the process of identifying key areas for improvement,
with the goal of making our borough carbon neutral by 2038.
Earlier this year, Kingston Council became London’s climate change lead borough for Low Carbon Transport as part of our commitment to partnership work with
London Councils on their Climate Change Strategy 2021/22. Within this role, Kingston Council is currently working on a project with London Councils looking at how
to encourage people to take up low carbon transport options, for example walking, cycling, cargo bikes and electric vehicles.
We are continuing to invest in sustainable transport infrastructure to encourage active travel and reduce reliance on high polluting vehicles. This year we particularly
celebrate expanding our cycle network so that safe journeys can be increasingly made across the entire borough and supporting try-before-you-bike to encourage
residents to try taking up or resuming cycling without a heavy outlay.
Improvements in air quality and evidence of some significant increases in increased cycling and walking journeys during
the first lockdown between March and May 2020, reported in this document, are a tantalising illustration of the benefits
of further ‘mode shift’ to sustainable transport options. We look forward to further sustained improvements in the future
for example through our plans for a dockless e-bike hire to be rolled out in autumn 2021.

COUNCILLOR STEPHANIE ARCHER
PORTFOLIO HOLDER FOR ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORT
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ABOUT THIS REPORT

CONTENTS

In the 2019 and 2020 editions of the Cycling
in Kingston Annual Report we used 10
key objectives to monitor the Go Cycle
programme and increases in cycling and
walking journeys in the borough.

1.

The Go Cycle Programme

2.

Low Traffic Neighbourhoods

3.

School Streets

4.

COVID-19 response

5.

Temporary pedestrian & cycle lanes

6.

Redeployment of cycling instructors and sustainable transport staff

Despite this, considerable progress has been made on
Go Cycle projects, notably Ewell Road, the ‘Riverlink’
Bridge at Kingston Station and the Kingston Station
cycle hub. A number of other sustainable transport
initiatives such as trial ‘low traffic neighbourhoods’
(LTNs) and school streets have been implemented.

7.

Cycle counts in Kingston Borough

8.

Cycle training provision

9.

Cycle hire, loan and purchase schemes

The Council took further steps to encourage active travel
during this time.

10.

Cycle parking

11.

Improving safety for cyclists

In 2020 and 2021 challenges arising from the COVID-19 pandemic
have made it difficult to continue with the same approach to
monitoring for various reasons including changes to residents’
commuting patterns, changes to TfL’s funding strategies and delays
to construction works due to lockdowns.
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1. THE GO CYCLE PROGRAMME
In 2014, Kingston Council was one of just three local authorities selected to share £100 million worth of
funding from the Mayor of London and Transport for London (TfL) under the Mini-Holland Programme.
Kingston’s share of the funding has been managed through the borough’s ‘Go Cycle’ branded programme.
The aim is to ease the growing pressure on the borough’s transport network by improving
cycling facilities and road safety, while at the same time enhancing the borough’s public spaces.
Investment in cycling aligns with the Mayor of London’s key ambition for 80% of all trips in
London to be made on foot, by cycle or using public transport by 20411.
In 2020 work progressed on the construction of 4 Go Cycle projects, including the completion
of the Penrhyn Road scheme. The impact of the Covid pandemic on TfL finances resulted
in the withdrawal of funding for the entire Go Cycle programme, and caused delays and
postponements to Go Cycle work across the borough. TfL were eventually able to provide a
much-reduced replacement budget allocation, and work progressed on the Go Cycle schemes
for Kingston Station, Kingston to Kingston Vale and Ewell Road. The revised lower TfL budget
meant that some scheme designs had to be amended and de-scoped to make them affordable.
The Go Cycle schemes now cover approximately 13 kilometers of two-way cycle routes that
increasingly join up with each other to provide a real network.

1. Mayor’s Transport Strategy, (Mayor of London, 2018)
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Find out more about the completed,
in progress and proposed Go Cycle
schemes here:
Kingston High Street
New Malden to Raynes Park

Go Cycle Objectives
1.

Substantially increase the amount of cycling in the borough

2.

Transform the environment for cycling in the borough

3.

Improve the level of satisfaction with cycling infrastructure

4.

Provide a high quality, high capacity cycle network of 			
interconnecting routes that form an identifiable core network

5.

Encourage more cycling among ‘hard to reach’ groups

6.

Improve safety for cyclists

7.

Facilitate part-cycled commuter journeys

8.

Reduce congestion and smooth the flow of traffic

9.

Improve the quality of the public realm

10.

Support the vitality and viability of our town, district and
local centres.

Portsmouth Road
Surbiton to Kingston
Wheatfield Way
Kingston to Tolworth (Penrhyn Road)
Kingston Station
Kingston to Kingston Vale

In progress Go Cycle Schemes
Kingston to Tolworth (Ewell Road)
Kingston to New Malden

The Go Cycle schemes provide high quality cycle facilities, many of
which are segregated from motor traffic, with improved wayfinding,
better managed traffic volumes and cycle-friendly junctions.
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2. LOW TRAFFIC NEIGHBOURHOODS
The six month trial and consultation stage has now finished on our experimental schemes in Lower Ham Road,
Albert Road, and King Charles Road.
Over 720 people formally shared their views on the schemes via Let’s Talk, 185 via email, and over 130 responding with formal representations to the experimental
traffic order, with many more providing comments via social media, your local councillors and community groups.
We are now busy analysing the feedback we’ve received and will be discussing the findings with elected ward councillors and neighbourhood chairs, before bringing
a recommendation to each respective neighbourhood committee in early summer.

3. SCHOOL STREETS
School streets are, in their simplest form, timed closures to motor traffic outside schools - usually during pickup and drop-off times. School streets have been successfully rolled out in a number of other areas in London
and across the UK. The results from these schemes show a positive improvement to the neighbourhoods
they are run in, with an increase in sustainable travel to and from school, reduction of poor parking and
improvement in air quality.
We currently have four school street schemes in the borough:
Lovelace Primary School
Mansfield Road (now permanent)

Alexandra School
Princes, Arthur and Borough Road

St Paul’s C of E Primary School
Alexandra Road

Castle Hill Primary School Buckland Road

We expect to launch new school streets in the borough this year starting with plans for a new school street for Latchmere School and St Agatha’s School in Latchmere
Road and Dinton Road.
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4. COVID-19 PROJECTS
A. Temporary pedestrian & cycle lanes
During the first “lockdown” starting in March 2020 RBK implemented schemes to
facilitate social distancing for pedestrians and provide segregated cycling space.
These included:
• Making Eden Street in Kingston town centre, one of the highest footfall areas
in the borough, one way to all motor traffic (including buses). The lane going
towards Hook, Chessington and Tolworth is now a temporary pathway with a
segregated cycle lane to help keep shoppers and cyclists safe (on-going).
• On-carriageway temporary segregated cycle lanes in both directions on
Central Road, New Malden by Worcester Park rail bridge (now removed).
• Temporarily repurposing the westbound segregated cycle lane on Kingston
Bridge for pedestrians and providing a protected on-carriageway cycle lane
(now removed).
• Temporarily repurposing the Clarence Street segregated cycle lane for
pedestrians and providing a protected on-carriageway cycle lane (now
removed).
• As above for Fairfield North (from the pedestrian crossing east of the bus
garage to Wheatfield Way (now removed).
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Positive feedback from Kingston residents about some of these schemes includes:

“Coned off lane has made
cycling much safer here”
Central Road,
New Malden

“Reducing one way system to
2 lanes has increased space for
people walking and cycling and
reduced speeding traffic issues”
Clarence Street,
Kingston town centre.

“The extra lane has made
a huge improvement to
cycling over the bridge
during peak hours.”
Kingston Bridge

“The additional space
on the bridge is helpful to
avoid people stepping in
front of cyclists and
causing accidents”
Kingston Bridge

Once the first COVID lockdown was eased and traffic volumes began to increase,
the need for many of the social distancing measures diminished and they were
removed to prevent unnecessary delays to road users.

B. Redeployment of cycling instructors and
sustainable transport staff
Cycle training team:

“Dr Bike” events for key hospital workers
When our team of Cycling Instructors were unable to teach during the first
lockdown period, those with mechanics experience provided “Dr Bike” check and
repair services for key workers at Kingston and Sutton hospitals. In three months
they worked on 300 bikes.

Dr Bikes at key workers homes
Keys Workers unable to attend hospital Dr Bikes were able to book a “Dr Bike” at
home; instructors made nearly 40 home visits.
Quotes from grateful hospital staff included:

“thanks soooo much
for keeping me safe
on my way to work”

“thank you for sorting my
bike, it’s so much nicer to
ride and the brakes are so
much better”

“thank you for sorting
my bike out, it’s so much
smoother, like riding a
new bike!”
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By checking and servicing bikes, at a time when most cycle shops were
closed, we helped key workers rediscover cycling as a practical way of
commuting to work. Whilst RBK is no longer offering this service to key
workers we have partnered with TfL funded Shaker Bikes to provide a public
Dr Bike service. This has resulted in a further 175 cycles being checked &
adjusted between August and November.

Prescription collections/deliveries

Volunteering at Full Cycle
Full Cycle a community bike project which renovates donated bikes for public
sale and uses profits to supply bikes to Kingston charities such a Refugee
Action Kingston and Kingston Church Action on Homelessness. During the
first lockdown period some of our cycle instructors volunteered to work here,
renovating bikes which were greatly in demand as many cycle shops were closed
and stock was low.
These quotes show how positive the experience has been:

“The support of the RBK staff
was invaluable throughout
the initial start up of Full Cycle
(which was at the beginning of
the first lock down)”
Gary Lee - Full Cycle

Initiated as part of Tier 2, within the tiered offer of support offered by the
Kingston Stronger Together (KST) programme to meet the needs of self-isolating
and shielding residents, the Medicine Delivery Service was created to help
deliver prescriptions
to those residents
The cycle team collected/
who could neither
delivered over 300
collect their medicine
prescriptions in 2020.
themselves.
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“Volunteering at Full Cycle has
really helped me to develop my bike
maintenance skills. Gary is a very
good teacher and encourages me to
try complex tasks. It has also been
really satisfying to give something
back to the local community”
Andy - Cycle Instructor

Other deployment
Some of the Sustainable Transport team provided advice to the elderly or people
with long-term health issues and others helped with grounds maintenance at
Kingston Cemetery

5. CYCLE TRENDS IN KINGSTON BOROUGH
The first COVID-19 “lockdown” from 23rd March to the beginning of June 2020 prompted many residents to cycle
as their daily exercise choice. This is illustrated by the chart of cyclists using the Portsmouth Road segregated cycle
lane. A comparison of maximum and average daily cycle numbers over the past 3 years shows that during the
COVID lockdown periods the Portsmouth Road segregated cycle lane has been exceptionally well used.
2018

2019

2020

Max no of cyclists per day

1986

1989

3891

Average (mean) no. of
cyclists per day

1068

1114

1582

1st COVID-19
lockdown
23/3-31/5

Max no of cyclists per day

1925

1989

3891

Average (mean) no. of
cyclists per day

1113

1258

2156

2nd COVID-19
lockdown
5/11-3/12

Max no of cyclists per day

1604

1314

2024

Average (mean) no. of
cyclists per day

1098

943

1298

Portsmouth Road total number of cyclists
cyclists in either direction using the segerated cycle lane
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July

2019

September

2020

November

Entire 12
month period

Max & mean daily numbers of cyclists on Portsmouth Road segregated cycle
lane over 3 years. Periods of COVID-19 lockdown are compared to equivalent
timeframes in the previous years.

From 1st August 2020, cyclists were allowed to cycle in Richmond Park at any
time and on 15th August a six-month trial of partial road closures for motor
vehicles commenced, with modal filtering to allow cyclists to access all roads. This
may account for some of the reduction in cycle numbers on Kingston Hill from
the middle of August. Other factors, such as on-line teaching from the Kingston
Hill university campus and more cyclists working from home may also contribute
to the reduction. Despite this, the average number of cyclists recorded on
Kingston Hill per day was 363 in 2020 compared to 211 in 2019.

Cyclists using Kingston Hill (both directions)
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Increases are seen on other cycle routes in Kingston as illustrated by the chart for
Surbiton Crescent. (Counts started on 18th April 2018). Although autumn 2020
figures are less than autumn 2019, overall 27,456 more cyclists used Surbiton
Crescent in 2020 than in 2019. The Autumn 2019 increase in cyclists may be
attributable to its location close to Kingston University campuses at Penrhyn
Road and Knights Park and the opening of the new Go Cycle route via Penrhyn
Road to Kingston town centre. In 2020, on-site university activities were curtailed
and many commuters were working from home, which may explain why autumn
2020 cyclist numbers are lower.
On Richmond Road, cycle counts are also much higher in 2020 than in 2019 and even
after lockdown easing this trend continues. The maximum number of cyclists using
Richmond Road in 2020 was 2678, an increase of 51% on the 2019 figure of 1772.

500

0
01/01

Surbiton Cresent
Average number of cyclists per day

The Kingston Hill segregated cycle lanes also show a dramatic increase in cyclist
numbers during the first period of COVID-19 lockdown. Some of this increase
may result from the partial closure of Richmond Park to adult cyclists for 5
months from late March 2020 but nonetheless illustrates the value of providing
safe alternative options. In 2019, the daily maximum number of cyclists was 401,
in comparison, on 30th May 2020, the daily maximum number of cyclists was
1298, an increase of over 300%. For context, the total number of cyclists using
Kingston Hill in a week at the end of September 2019 was 1296.
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2019

01/09

01/11

In total, 286,503 cyclists were recorded using Richmond Road in 2020, a 78%
increase on the 2019 figure of 160,522. As the Richmond Road counter is located
between the Lower Ham Road and Horsley Drive junctions we cannot ascertain
which route cyclists have used to get here, particularly from Kingston Town
centre, although it is likely that many have used the Lower Ham Road route
taking advantage of the trial closure in place there.

6. CYCLE TRAINING PROVISION

TfL Cycle training August 2020 - March 2021 targets
for Kingston

Responding to COVID rules
To comply with Government and the Bikeability Trust’s guidelines we
reconfigured our Bikeability courses to make them more efficient and cost
effective. We now train more pupils each week in smaller groups with an
emphasis on cycling practice.
The Spring and Summer 2021 terms are now fully booked for school Bikeability
courses and feedback from our instructors is that the pupils enjoy the revised
course structure.

Key changes include:
• Each course is run over a maximum
of 4 days (Mon-Thu or Tue-Fri)
• Each pupil only attends 4 hours of
training in total (2 hours on playground,
2 hours on road)
• All training is outdoor based, highway
code quiz removed

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

2:10
2:10
2:10
2:10
2:10

2:12
2:4
2:4
2:4

• At Level 2, one instructor ultimately
looks after 2 riders for plenty of cycling
• Practice and outcomes are achieved by riders taking turns at riding in front.
• 80 % active learning where cycling is main activity, is now standard
• 30% £ cost saving from old course
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82 Bikeability Courses
984 children trained

238 Cycle skills sessions
310 adults trained

Delivered
44 Bikeability Courses
461 children trained

153 Cycle skills sessions
238 adults trained

Peddle my Wheels
As part of Transport for London’s Healthy Streets Officer programme, London
boroughs received funding for active travel initiatives. Like several other boroughs,
Kingston procured a “try-before-you-bike” cycle loan scheme through Peddle My
Wheels. Kingston students, residents and employees who are ineligible for the
Cycle to Work salary sacrifice scheme, for example because they work on a freelance
or casual basis or do not currently work are able to borrow a cycle for a monthly fee
or purchase it in monthly installments (see scheme website for full details).
As with all cycle retailers, Peddle my Wheels experienced stock shortages arising
from COVID-related manufacturing delays, The scheme has supplied 27 cycles
since June 2020 (to 28/2/21) and as the scheme becomes more widely known
we expect this to increase significantly. Although this scheme usually supplies
standard bicycles only we are currently trialling a limited number of cargo bikes
and it is hoped that these and adapted cycles may form part of a future offering
when funding becomes available.

Brompton Bicycle Hire at Surbiton Station
In 2016 a Brompton Dock was installed at Surbiton station, giving residents,
commuters and visitors 24/7 access to automated folding bike hire. The dock
contains 16 folding bikes and bikes are available to book for a minimum 24-hour
period via the Brompton Hire website or using the Brompton Bike Hire app.
Brompton Dock usage was greater in 2020 than in 2019 , despite the likelihood
of COVID-19 reducing the number of commuters using the facility. In the period
January-March 2020 (pre-COVID) the number of registered Surbiton Brompton
Dock users was 55% higher than in January-March 2019.
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Available days i.e. days in month x 16 bikes (%)

7. CYCLE HIRE, LOAN AND
PURCHASE SCHEMES

Surbiton Station Brompton Dock usage
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Whilst the number of registered users remained steady (around 260) during 2020,
the number of times that the bikes were used increased significantly, as shown in
the graph above. This may have been due to a reluctance to use public transport
or simply to enjoy a cycle ride.
We will be working with Brompton during 2021 to promote this facility via social
media channels and encourage residents and visitors to make use of the new
GoCycle lanes to continue their journey by bike.

Dockless electric hire bikes (ebikes)
The Sustainabe Transport team is working on a dockless electric cyle hire
scheme which is due to launch in autumn 2021. Bikes will be hired via a
smartphone app and must be responsibly parked in an appropriate location
before the hire can be terminated.

8. CYCLE PARKING
Cycle Hangars
In 2019/20 RBK was awarded funding from TfL’s Cycle Parking Implementation
Plan to install residential on-street cycle hangars to address one of the identified
barriers2 to cycling, lack of secure cycle parking at home3. Cycle hangars provide
secure long-stay cycle parking facilities, they are especially useful for residents
in high density housing (e.g. terraces or flats). Provision of cycle hangars is
supported by Local Fire Authorities because they provide an alternative to ad hoc
bicycle parking in communal areas and fire exits. Each hangar accommodates 6
bicycles, using the same area as half a standard car parking space and costs users
around £70 per space, per year. In 2020 RBK consulted on locations for the cycle
hangars which are scheduled for installation in the latter part of 2021. Residents
may add their names to the waiting list for hangar spaces or suggest future
hangar locations by emailing Sustainable Transport
An additional five cycle hangars were installed in Local Authority housing locations
in 2020, making a total of 60 cycle hangars available on council-owned land.

Sheffield Stands
In 2020 seven Sheffield cycle stands were installed in Canbury Gardens, KT2
and a further 31 in locations around Kingston Town centre. In addition, as part
of the Go Cycle programme, cycle parking was increased at the foot of Kingston
Bridge to provide 104 spaces at this popular location.
In December 2020 TfL awarded Kingston with funding for the installation
of additional cycle parking in local parks, urban locations and at schools.

2. Cycle Parking Implementation Plan
3. Road danger reduction dashboard and data - Casualty Summary Statistics (TfL, 2021)
4. LIP3 MTS Borough outcomes (TfL, Sept 2019)
5. Road danger reduction dashboard and data - London Collision Map (TfL, 2021)
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9. IMPROVING SAFETY
FOR CYCLISTS
The number of collisions involving cyclists across the borough3
Year

Serious

Slight

Total

2017

9

69

78

2018

14

73

87

2019

18

53

71

Provisional 2020
to 30/6/20

2

24

26

We are pleased to report an overall reduction in accident numbers. However
Kingston borough continues to be a relatively safe place to cycle, especially
considering that TfL estimate 8,000 bike trips4 are made each day. The TfL
collision map below, covering the period 1/1/2017-30/6/20 shows that in
Kingston fewer cyclists are injured than in more central London boroughs5.
The borough’s investment in protected cycle lanes will contribute to the
safety of bike users.

TfL map of pedal cycle injuries per square kilometre

Kingston-upon-Thames
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How is Kingston Council working to alter the
perception of cycle safety?
• The fear of being in a collision is the biggest reason people choose not to cycle.
The most recent Attitudes to Cycling survey (2016) shows that a perceived
risk of injury is a barrier which prevents almost 50% of those surveyed from
cycling6.
• The segregated cycle routes that are part of the Go Cycle programme
contribute to people feeling safer and less worried about a collision.
• Cycle Skills and Bikeability training help to increase cyclists’ confidence and
improve their perception of cycling as a relatively low risk activity.
• A series of cycling videos, produced by the Sustainable Transport team, cover
topics such as staying visible on winter evenings, how to use parallel cycle
crossings
These will be promoted to schools and through social media channels in 2020/21.
Citations
1 Davis, A. 2020 School Street Closures and Traffic Displacement Project: A
Literature Review with semi-structured interviews. Transport Research Institute,
Edinburgh Napier University.

6. Attitudes to Cycling Survey (TfL, 2016)
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THANK YOU
FOR READING
To find out more please contact the Sustainable Transport Team
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